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Executive
Summary:

Almost overnight, banking operations as we knew them were
interrupted in early 2020. Customer-ﬁlled branches were
replaced by apps, and cash usage by digital wallets. The crisis
generated by COVID-19 proved that banks, both large and
small, must include the creation and/or improvement of
digital channels in their strategy.
Organizations that managed to incorporate technological
solutions in record time reaped beneﬁts during a period of
uncertainty. But what does it take to deploy a successful
digital transformation strategy? Fundamentally, it requires
considering four key aspects: user experience (UX), Time to
Market, Security, and Humanization of ﬁnancial services.
These elements will be discussed in this White Paper, which
seeks to explore the importance of technology in the
ﬁnancial world and offer institutions in the industry a broad
outlook at the tools they have at their ﬁngertips to achieve
new innovation standards.
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Digital Transformation
Is No Longer an Option
With the pandemic, the need for a digital banking strategy is clear. To achieve this
successfully, it’s key to start with the customer – and act quickly.
The Pandemic Highlighted the Need for
Digital Transformation – And Accelerated It.
The need to keep money moving around the
world, without touching it, highlighted the
importance of reaching new standards of
innovation.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic ripped up the
traditional playbook, many ﬁnancial processes
were based on the physical world: speciﬁcally,
branch attendance, card payments, and cash
usage. Social distancing and pandemic
lockdowns forced the sector to rethink this
operational model.
Very quickly, consumers were forced to adopt a
new digital life, which translated into online
models for working remotely, e-commerce,
and streaming services. However, the use of
these services posed a challenge for those who
did not have access to means of payment such
as cards or digital wallets.
In this regard, the shock of the pandemic
generated unexpected beneﬁts for companies
that provide infrastructure and/or cloud
software, and ﬁnancial technology (ﬁntech).
And, for the institutions that adopted these
tools, the situation crystallized the role of digital
solutions in adapting to rapid change - and
thereby maintaining business continuity and
effectiveness in exceptional circumstances.
Millions of people in Latin America used
banking services for the ﬁrst time during the
peak months of lockdown in 2020. Many did so
supported by fully digital solutions developed
in record time. Social beneﬁt programs
launched by governments in the region alone

helped incorporate around 40 million people
into the ﬁnancial system (public and private) in
Brazil, Colombia and Argentina, according to a
study conducted between June and August
2020 by Americas Market Intelligence,
commissioned by Mastercard.1
This addition was largely achieved through
digital accounts and virtual wallets, in
collaborative ecosystems of ﬁntechs and banks
of all different sizes. Overall, the use of wallets
globally soared by a substantial 180%,
according to Veritran data.
At the same time, the use of existing digital
channels also soared, testing their usefulness
and ability to sustain high levels of transactions
at a crucial time. In Argentina, for example,
visits to online banking grew by 35%, between
February and April 2020 alone, resulting in 5
million new virtual users over the period,
according to digital marketing consultancy
Comscore.2
This combination of events creates an
opportunity to reassess the long-term digital
transformation investments to be made by the
ﬁnancial services sector, when everything
indicates that the new consumption habits will
continue. On average, 24% of global consumers
plan to reduce - or completely discontinue their visits to bank branches, even after the
crisis is over, according to a survey presented in
May 2020 by the Boston Consulting Group
(BCG).3
1. Americas Market Intelligence (October, 2020). The acceleration of
ﬁnancial inclusion during the COVID-19 pandemic: Bringing hidden
opportunities to light. Mastercard. https://bit.ly/34CwBVh
2. Dufour, Ignacio (April, 2020). Overview of Digital Banking in Argentina
[Webinar]. Comscore. https://bit.ly/2TzWf6w
3. Retail Banking in the New Reality (May, 2020). Boston
Consulting Group. https://bit.ly/37QZsqD
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The Sector Is at a Turning Point: It’s No
Longer Optional to Go Digital – It’s
Mandatory.
Faced with this context of change, digitizing
processes is no longer just an option. It's not
even the best way to gain an advantage over
the competition: now it's a necessity.
Demand for all things digital had certainly
been growing at a rapid pace, but the new
challenges pressed the gas pedal even harder.
Adding to the natural challenges of ﬁnancial
inclusion - such as the high costs of banking
services and the informality of developing
economies - came demand for contactless
solutions.
Those who managed to automate their
processes turned uncertainty into opportunity
by developing efﬁcient products focused on
consumer satisfaction. These new solutions
removed multiple physical barriers to
accessing ﬁnancial services.
Organizations that adopted technologies to
automatically recognize and validate the
identity of new users virtually gained market
share. These institutions were able to attract
customers with digital onboarding processes
when clients needed to join the ﬁnancial
system without leaving home.
The same went for companies that leveraged
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) to generate credit
scores for customers new to the banking
sector, using data from their smartphones. This
trend is gaining ground and will allow a whole
new world of customers to access loans, thanks
to the use of exponential technologies.

embark on this journey, but how quickly they
will begin.
Those who adapt most efﬁciently and most
creatively will survive.

To Make a Real Transformation in Banking
Start with a Clear Strategy That
Incorporates Customer Centricity and
Development Capacity in Record Time.
For any digital strategy to be successful, four
key pieces must be considered: user
experience (UX), Time to Market, Security and
Humanization of ﬁnancial services.

Organizations that
adopted technologies to
automatically recognize
and validate the identity
of new users virtually
gained market share.

Standardization of services is a concept that is
becoming obsolete. Rather, customization is
becoming more important. In each interaction,
the client requires a perfect experience
adapted to their needs.

The change experienced in recent months
presents both an opportunity and a challenge
for the sector. As global society continues to
enter a “new normality,” there is a renewed
need to provide it with systems that are
resilient to future crises.

The user experience (UX) is particularly
important
in
virtual
channels.
Here,
development must place special emphasis on
generating
interactions
that
transcend
interfaces
and
displays
to
generate
connections - even emotional ones. As
disciplines, UX and UI design will continue to
gain ground in the coming years, promoted by
the surge in the use of digital channels, such as
web portals and mobile applications.

And while innovation-enhanced business
models continue to demonstrate their
scalability, usability, and return, the question
is no longer whether industry players should

A clue about this growth is offered by a recent
study by Ironhack, an institution that offers
bootcamps to prepare professionals in web
development, UX/UI design and data analytics.
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Some 67% of graduates of user-based
disciplines found work in the 3 months after
completing the program, highlighting the
market's need to strengthen in these areas. The
study, audited by PwC, covered the ﬁrst half of
2019 and was conducted in nine countries in
Latin America, North America and Europe
where Ironhack has a presence.4
On the other hand, time to market is the period
from when a product or service is conceived,
until it is available to the end user. Although
there is no ideal time to market, development
cycles in the technology industry are being
drastically reduced, increasing the frequency
of releases.5
Organizations that don’t take advantage of
progress in ﬁelds such as AI, open banking,
blockchain, third-party code, and other
accelerators currently available will run the risk
of falling behind. The addition of DevOps tools
and agile methodologies have proven useful to
reduce delivery times and limit errors with
software production cycles that are short and
closely monitored.
But this dynamism can in no way exclude
quality or security.
The ﬁnancial industry, due to its nature, is
controlled by multiple internal regulations,
processes and procedures that do need to
exist. At the end of the day, institutions are
handling people's money. However, many
times when products are created only with
those restrictions in mind, the risk of
generating complex applications, with many
steps and screens to navigate, grows.
Creating a balance is key: ﬁnding an
equilibrium between security and ease of use,
without losing sight that the solutions will be

used by people. This is part of the
humanization of ﬁnancial services, something
to consider when designing developments.

Although there is no
ideal time to market,
development cycles in
the technology industry
are being drastically
reduced, increasing the
frequency of releases.

Customers want their transactions to be easy,
secure and intuitive, but they also want to feel
special. It’s important that their “introduction”
to the digital bank ﬂows ﬂawlessly, solves their
problems, and provides them with information
about their economic decisions.
With technology, ﬁnancial institutions of all
sizes can become closer to their users,
leveraging tools to collect data to get to know
them better.
Fortunately, when banks employ the four
fundamental elements of digital banking
innovation – UX, Time to Market, Security and
Humanization - their clients will rate them
ﬁve stars every time.
4. Ironhack (September, 2020). Informe de empleabilidad de alumnos
de Ironhack del primer semestre de 2019.
Audited by PwC.
https://www.ironhack.com/es/noticias/informe-de-resultados-de-coloc
acion-de-ironhack
5. Villate, Ricardo (December, 2018). IDC FutureScape: Latin America IT
Industry 2019 Predictions. IDC. https://bit.ly/2HJqGog
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Understanding the Customer:
The North Star of Innovation
The ﬁrst step in developing a winning digital banking strategy is to understand the
needs of your current and potential customers and provide them with added value.
Experiences matter
Users don't compare banks, they compare
experiences. Therefore, to achieve a true digital
transformation and leverage it for growth, the
banking industry has to focus on the customer
and their satisfaction.
The ﬁrst step to improving UX is to identify the
customer journey that the users follow each
time they use a ﬁnancial service. From there,
work on strengthening these primary points of
contact. Which channel does the user prefer to
make a transaction? Is it via a web portal or via
mobile phone app? How much time does a
user spend on a given screen? The answers to
these questions can be translated into
concrete actions for improvement.
It is also essential to identify and understand
the public that will use the platform. What are
their
characteristics?
What
are
their
aspirations? Even, what activities do they
enjoy? This allows you to create user personas
and behavior patterns.
Dividing users into different groups with similar
characteristics and needs allows the business
to focus on delivering better services tailored to
each audience. The more you know them, the
better the beneﬁts you can offer them along
the way. For example, if we know a customer
has children, we may offer promotions near the
start of the school year so they can purchase
last-minute school supplies. This product could
have great value for this client, but very little for
someone who is childless.
The quality of the design, including colors,
fonts, diagrams, and even language, also
shouldn’t be underestimated. Part of the
success of ﬁntech initiatives, which have come

to compete with the banking system in recent
years, has come from their eye-catching
designs and a look and feel that conveys the
modern values of the solutions. Every detail
sends a message.

Users don't compare
banks, they compare
experiences.

Nubank's case stands out in Latin America. The
ﬁntech reached over 25 million users in the ﬁrst
half of 2020, surﬁng the wave with a model
based on ease-of-use, 24/7 customer service
and creative design.6
Developing a consumer-centric strategy also
requires thinking about what the ﬁnancial
products and services you want to offer will
look like. Whether it's, a wallet, web portal or
app, or maybe a multi-channel project. What
tone of voice will be used? What colors should
be considered? Will cards be offered?
This range of possibilities and considerations
also encompasses applications for corporate
use, ideal for managing human resources,
holidays or project ﬂows. In each case, the
cultural aspects of the audience – internal or
external – to which the solution is addressed
should be considered.
6. Forbes Staff (June 1, 2020). Nubank para la barrera de los 25 millones
de usuarios en América Latina. Forbes Colombia (online)
https://forbes.co/2020/06/01/tecnologia/nubank-pasa-la-barrera-de-los
-25-millones-de-usuarios-en-america-latina/
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Finally, the best technology should be leveraged
to enable sustainable, solid development, in
addition to offering speed and efﬁciency.
Low-code platforms and AI, among other
resources, will help.
The ﬁnancial world is complex, which is one of
the main barriers to inclusion. That’s why it’s
essential to be able to make these complexities
appear easy and accessible, using UX and UI to
close the gap between the product and user.
And these relationships of trust, in turn, are
transformed into lasting connections.

Understand the Client with Artiﬁcial
Intelligence
Knowing the customer allows institutions to
create products that have a real impact on
their life.
App usage continues to evolve in Latin
America. Installs grew by 55% in Brazil during
the ﬁrst half of 2020, according to a study
conducted by AppsFlyer, a mobile marketing
analysis and attribution platform.7 The South
American giant became the region’s market
leader, also recording a 50% increase in proﬁts
reported from app use. Mexico registered a
65% increase in the same area, from the end of
April to the end of June, the time of the most
stringent pandemic restrictions.
However, nearly half of the ﬁnance and
investment apps that were downloaded in Brazil
during the ﬁrst half of 2020 were uninstalled in
just one month. And that's where the
importance of creating relevant solutions lies.
While traditional marketing tools such as
interviews and surveys still have a place when it
comes to understanding the customer, AI and
dense data analysis generate more complete
user personas. In addition, these processes
reduce development times, helping produce
platforms in tune with market ﬂuctuations.
There are multiple practical examples of how
these tools can be used. They can range from
applications to visualize recurring expenses,
real-time suggestions for achieving ﬁnancial
goals, or things as simple as opening an
electronic account when you didn't have one.

Where technologies such as AI and Big Data
have been most applied is in virtual ﬁnancial
assistants and chatbots. These advice tools for
ﬁnancial health and education are an area
where analytics and customer-centricity
converge to deliver a powerful user experience.
They help customers manage complex data in
detail and make better decisions with that
information, creating a sense of trust. In the long
run, that becomes loyalty.
People are no longer interested in knowing just
how much they spend. They want to know the
details of each purchase and where it was
made. To do this, technologies such as push
notiﬁcations, geolocation and scoring systems
can provide detail about transactions and
investments.

Where technologies
such as AI and Big Data
have been most applied
is in virtual ﬁnancial
assistants and chatbots.

Developing these features without machine
learning tools would be very complicated. And
the market has taken note. Between 2016 and
2019, funding globally for AI development
startups quintupled, according to estimates by
Statista, a market and consumer data
company.8 Total capital placed in machine
learning amounted to $47 billion as of June
2019, according to the company; $7.4 billion
earmarked for the creation of smart robots.

Security is Vital
The pandemic was less damaging for
organizations that invested in technologies
that enable remote, secure access to corporate
systems and applications. In general,
7. Appsﬂyer (June, 2020). The State of App Marketing in Latin America
June 2020. https://www.appsﬂyer.com/latam-app-marketing-2020/
8. Fernández, Rosa (September 16, 2020) Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)–
Statistical Data. Statista.
https://es.statista.com/temas/6692/inteligencia-artiﬁcial-ia/#dossierSu
mmary__chapter1
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companies that had digitized their operations
were able to maintain them when their
employees stopped going to ofﬁces.
This was also the case with e-commerce. In an
instant, platforms that were prepared with
technology and logistics managed to capitalize
on proﬁts when people turned to online
shopping. Digital purchasing has gone up in
most countries around the world. E-commerce
is expected to grow by 16.5% in 2020, to reach
$3.914 trillion in global sales, even though the
forecast was reduced by the effect of the
pandemic on the global economy, according to
estimates by consultancy eMarketer.9
At the same time, however, cybersecurity risks
have increased. The adoption of digital
technologies, a workforce distributed in many
geographic locations, and a growing variety of
devices accessing networks created new
vulnerabilities.10 In Mexico alone, cyberattacks
grew by 400% during the pandemic, according
to data from the Federal Consumer Protection’s
Ofﬁce. The main cases of fraud were related to
COVID-19, such as ﬁctional messages from
health organizations, false ﬁnancial offers and
the sale of fraudulent products.11
How organizations manage their security risks
will be key to executing their digital
transformation and operational success. The
real challenge will lie in creating solutions that
work on any device, have very low transaction
costs and are easy to understand – as well as
being 100% secure.
In the ﬁnancial industry it is vital to protect
customer privacy and data. Tools such as
biometrics, one-time passwords, tokenization,
permission requests for transactions and to
use personal information are important in this
regard.
Tokenization is a system that converts card
data into codes associated with a transaction and not to a main account. It has contributed to
the advancement of payment platforms such
as Apple Pay and Samsung Pay. It will also be
critical to the growth of the Internet of Things
(IoT) in the coming years. Visa is expecting 20

In Mexico alone,
cyberattacks grew
by 400% during the
pandemic.

billion devices to be connected to the network
by the end of 2020, including cars and
home-assistant robots like Alexa or Google
Home. And in as little as 5 years the refrigerator
or printer will come online and will be able to
order purchases.12
One-time passwords (OTP) also strengthen
cybersecurity,
by
being
a
two-factor
authentication method that shields static
passwords. Biometric security, on the other
hand, has been standardized and extended
after years of experimentation that have
proven its efﬁciency. Imagine a world in which
we replace cards, pins, usernames, and
passwords with a simple blink of an eye to
transact,
authenticate,
and
authorize
throughout the day.
Iris recognition provides the most secure
biometric authentication known today with
impeccably accurate and fast human
identiﬁcation that cannot be counterfeited,
stolen, or duplicated. One iris contains more
data than nine ﬁngerprints, while allowing
contactless interaction. Iris authentication is
undoubtedly the next step in human
identiﬁcation and must be closely followed and
democratized to offer better services and 100%
secure solutions.
9. Cramer-Flood, Ethan (June 22, 2020) Global Ecommerce 2020.
eMarketer. https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-ecommerce-2020
10. Sector In-Depth. Structural shifts triggered by COVID will beneﬁt a
majority of tech subsectors. Special Series. Credit After Covid.
(September, 2020) Moody´s Investors Service.
11. De La Rosa, Eduardo (October 8, 2020) ¡Aguas! De estos ciberataques
debes cuidarte en la pandemia, alerta Profeco. Millennium (online)
https://www.milenio.com/negocios/profeco-alerta-ciberataques-relaci
onados-covid-19-conocelos
12. Visa brings secure payment solutions to the Internet of Things.
https://usa.visa.com/visa-everywhere/innovation/visa-brings-secure-pa
yments-to-internet-of-things.html
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The true potential of these features can be seen
when they are combined to offer robust double
veriﬁcation methods that offer the user
frictionless security.

Humanization: The Person at the Center of
the Innovation
Why do people choose to spend time on social
media apps, but only enter their banks to check
the balance? Probably because the networks
are providing them with “something” that the
bank isn't. That added value lies in placing the
user at the center of innovation.
One of the main trends in the ﬁeld of
interface design is to humanize technological
systems. That is, to generate more human
relationships between people and devices,
which somehow resemble what we do in
person. The goal is to achieve security,
naturalness, and transparency, to engage with
users and, above all, to make the services easier
and more efﬁcient.
To enhance these relationships, banks have
resources such as AI, UX, UI and low-code
fundamentals to speed up the development of
digital channels and better serve both existing
and potential users.

For example, many ﬁntech companies around
the world are using data from public sources or
stored on smart phones (subject to user
authorization) to obtain credit information for
customers without a bank history.13
High mobile internet penetration in emerging
markets and rapid adoption of digital services
allows ﬁnancial intermediaries to collect data
(geolocation,
payments,
frequency
of
purchase) to evaluate lifestyles, social media
activity, and consumption patterns. With this
they can produce reliable credit scores, which
are being reﬁned as technological advances.
Using machine learning, ﬁntechs are being
able to offer microcredits with low interest
rates and without collateral.
These advances in humanization and ﬁnancial
inclusion are available to banks of all sizes.
Through
integrations
with
API-based
architectures and open banking, they can add
user-centered services to their offering,
resulting in real added value.
13. Sector In-Depth. Banks -Emerging Markets. Special Series: Bank of
the Future (0ctober, 2020). Moody´s Investors Service.
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Time to Market:
How to Create Digital Financial
Experiences in Record Time
Once the necessary new solutions and services have been identiﬁed, it’s crucial to
develop and launch them quickly. Low-code development platforms are a
powerful way to achieve this successfully.
The Advantages of Low-Code Development
Platforms for Fast Commercialization
We live in a fast world: does the big ﬁsh eat the
small one? No - the quick ﬁsh eats the slow
one! Speed and efﬁciency in digital channel
production cycles is also a user requirement.
The public calls for changes, and the response
must be instantaneous.
By 2023, more than half of the global economy
will be digital, accelerating investments in new
operating models for hyper speed, hyperscale
and hyper connectivity, as predicted at the end
of 2019 by consulting ﬁrm IDC, a global market
intelligence ﬁrm specializing in information
technologies.14

Low-code technology
platforms offer visually
simple environments
with a drag and drop
interface, making it
easier for a single design
process to work for
multiple channels, and
eliminating friction in
creating UX and UI.

Hyper speed refers to the ability to create and
improve digital services and experiences at an
accelerated pace. IDC concludes that in the

next four years as many applications will be
generated as in the last 40, and that they will
be used in billions of edge devices. Data
sources may be computer-based, such as
sensors, vehicles or smart appliances, as well as
washing machines, ﬁre alarms, light bulbs or
thermostats in IoT environments.
Connectivity capabilities will also accelerate at
unprecedented speeds. Through open source
codes, new sources of revenue will be opened
by distributing services in other digital supply
chains: banks on retail platforms, merchants on
transport platforms, and so on.
These trends will encompass the entire
ﬁnancial services industry, comprising small
and large banks, those with a track record, as
well as newcomers.
Low-code technology platforms offer an
advantage in this regard, because they allow
production of web and mobile applications
using processes and templates speciﬁc to the
ﬁnancial industry, without the need to build
software from scratch, thereby saving
execution time.
They are platforms with visually simple
environments with a drag and drop interface,
making it easier for a single design process to
work for multiple channels, and eliminating
friction in creating UX and UI. Additionally, they
help integrate the technological and business
areas of ﬁnancial institutions, which can
collaborate in vertical and agile projects. They
also prevent common errors when writing
14. International Data Corporation (IDC) (November 21, 2019). La
industria de TI en Latinoamérica crecerá 1.3% en 2019 y 4.8% para 2020:
IDC. https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prLA45665419
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codes manually, as the conﬁguration is
pre-built, taking into account industry
standards in terms of security and
comprehensive functionality.
This technology becomes particularly important
when one of the main challenges of the coming
years is expected to be in the scarcity of
programmers. The consultancy ﬁrm IDC
expects that by the end of 2020 there will be a
deﬁcit of more than 586,000 IT professionals,
causing companies to delay launches, and
cutting at least 0.9% from Latin America’s
potential gross domestic product (GDP).
In this respect, having a low-code development
platform can be positive, as it reduces the
developer's responsibility to build the
“plumbing” of the code manually. Rather, they
can work on several projects at the same time
and focus on other less mechanical objectives:
how to produce software that is in line with the
needs of the business and the user.
As platforms that have been proven over and
over again, it’s not necessary to begin a learning
curve from scratch, rather the experience
already gained by the low-coe technology
provider
can
be
leveraged.
It
is
counterproductive for a ﬁnancial institution to
try to recreate what has already been done
hundreds and thousands of times by others. It’s
better to reuse what’s available in the ecosystem.
Under this scenario, IDC expects that 65% of
the code that Latin American companies use
will be of external origin by 2025. The near
future will be built on developer communities,
and not doing so will signiﬁcantly underutilize
available digital assets, reducing entry
opportunities “by 20% or more,” concludes the
consulting ﬁrm.
Adopting low-code development platforms
also helps eliminate bottlenecks, common in
companies with little technological experience
or with IT departments under immense
burdens of responsibility. The automation they
offer allows businesses to manage large
customer data lakes and reduce repetitive
sequences.

They can also extend and improve experiences
in existing applications, replacing one interface
with another, improving security aspects, or
redesigning the look and feel of a solution,
helping it adapt to new times and user
requirements.

IDC expects that 65%
of the code that Latin
American companies
use will be of external
origin by 2025.

Beyond Speed
A very powerful way to use low-code platforms
in banking is to integrate technologies that
entities already have with new solutions.
IDC expects 90% of new applications to be
cloud-native by 2025.15 In the region, however,
there are banks with over 100 years of history. In
computing terms, that means there are
multiple layers of data loaded onto legacy
systems, which cannot - or should not –
necessarily be quickly migrated to vertical
architecture. There are also medium- or
small-sized
institutions
that
lack
the
operational and ﬁnancial capacity to
undertake their own developments from
scratch to modernize their applications (if they
have them).
In these cases, an agile, dynamic and modern
front end created with a low-code platform can
be very useful, even if there is a slightly older or
simpler technology behind it. This technology
enables organizations to provide a fresh and
innovative face to their customers, while taking
the time to embark on deeper technological
changes.
15. International Data Corporation (IDC) (November 21, 2019). La
industria de TI en Latinoamérica crecerá 1.3% en 2019 y 4.8% para 2020:
IDC. https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prLA45665419
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Banks are aware they need to migrate to more
agile systems, with microservices and
cloud-native technologies that allow them to
scale up and down and move gradually to the
world of APIs and Open Banking, which

represent the future of the business. This is a
very close future: consider digital portability in
Chile, which has already opened the door to
Open Banking in the country, or the ﬁntech
law in Mexico that is set to require about 2,400
entities of different sizes to establish APIs to
exchange information.

Applications must have
the ability to connect to
other networks, with
each other and with the
cloud, and in this sense
low-code platforms are
a great ally.

The door is open for new players to take
advantage of the mobility of customer data
(always with the client’s consent). Big Tech
companies are increasingly entering the
ﬁnancial business by offering customers
creative options to their problems.
It’s clear, even more so today, that no system
can stand on its own. Applications must have
the ability to connect to other networks, with
each other and with the cloud, and in this
sense low-code platforms are a great ally.
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Case Study:
YOLO by Bantrab
YOLO by Bantrab: How to Develop a
Digital Channel in Record Time
Banco de los Trabajadores de Guatemala
(Bantrab) was founded in 1966 with the aim of
being a development vehicle for Guatemala’s
workers. Yet, for 53 years this mission was
carried out passively and conservatively.
Because of this, at the end of 2017, Bantrab
began a transformation process with the aim
of delivering ﬂawless banking services in the
country. In this context, in the middle of the
pandemic and with only 4 months of
development, YOLO was born: the ﬁrst wallet
in Guatemala with 100% digital onboarding,
and one that functions as the technological key
to further ﬁnancial inclusion.
The project is aimed at all Guatemalans
seeking access to banking services to fulﬁll
their dreams or meet their needs quickly and
securely. Bantrab chose the name YOLO
because of its meaning among millennials and
centennials: You Only Live Once. The phrase
highlights the importance of living in the
moment and advancing with agility, capturing
the essence of the institution's comprehensive
transformation initiative. And in this spirit
YOLO has been created: from the simple fact
that a high-end device is not necessary, to the
fact that the user doesn't need cellular data
when making any kind of transaction.
The wallet has the following features:
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT DIGITALLY AND IN JUST A
FEW MINUTES
CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS AND COLLECTIONS VIA
QR CODE
PAYMENTS BETWEEN PEOPLE
RECEIVING REMITTANCES
WITHDRAWAL OF MONEY FROM CONTACTLESS
AGENCIES GENERATING AN OTP (ONE TIME
PASSWORD)
PHYSICAL CARD REQUEST
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT, LOW-COST SAVINGS
ACCOUNT

To innovate quickly and develop modern
digital products, Bantrab began by optimizing
its technology platform. The bank found an
innovative solution without an expensive and
risky migration of its more than 40-year-old
banking core, thanks to a Transactional Bus
from Veritran, its technology partner. This tool
removes weight from the bank's legacy core
and handles all business and security rules. In
addition, it simpliﬁes the management of
digital channels and opens up the possibility to
add more functionalities in the future.
At the same time, at the organizational level,
Bantrab revolutionized its internal working
procedures by organizing staff from all areas of
the bank into multidisciplinary groups that
followed agile methodologies.
The transformation, both of technology and
philosophy, facilitated the development in
record time of YOLO and allowed Bantrab to
“leap-frog” over its largest competitors,
achieving exponential growth.

YOLO: the ﬁrst wallet
in Guatemala with
100% digital
onboarding, and one
that functions as the
technological key to
further ﬁnancial
inclusion.
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From its launch in July 2020 to November of
the same year, the wallet has been
downloaded more than 31,600 times, and has
onboarded 2,500 new customers digitally.
In daily ﬁgures, thanks to YOLO, the bank has
optimized its proﬁtability. The wallet generates
about 30 new users every day, remotely and in
10 minutes. This is approximately three times
the average of new clients at each physical
location per day, with all the costs involved in
maintaining a bank branch.
Also, starting with the launch of YOLO, Bantrab
managed to capture a new market and
position
itself
among
the
younger
demographic: 51% of the open accounts are for
users under the age of 30. In addition, it’s
noteworthy that 85% of them are new
customers.

From its launch in July
2020 to November of
the same year, the
wallet has been
downloaded more than
31,600 times, and has
onboarded 2,500 new
customers digitally.

Finally, YOLO will help the bank achieve its
overall goal of having 2 million customers by
2024.
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Gone with the Pandemic
The health crisis changed the game by accelerating digital adoption. Who will
beneﬁt from the changes? Organizations that bet on innovation.
The Pandemic Has Been a Major Driver of
the Digitization of Banking. The New
Normal Implies Digital Banking.
If there's one thing the ﬁnancial industry has
learned in recent months, it's that if digital
channels aren't ready to work, the business
loses competitiveness.
It became very clear that, to face the “new
normality”, everything virtual will continue to
gain ground over the physical. YOLO's success
in Guatemala conﬁrms this.
Cases such as Colombia, where the use of
mobile banking took the lead during the crisis,
also demonstrate this trend. The number of
operations in the ﬁrst half of 2020 grew by 68%
compared to the second half of 2019 - from 125
million to 211 million transactions – according
to the Financial Superintendency. Now 85% of
Colombian adults are included in the banking
system, after more than 1.6 million people
opened an account for the ﬁrst time in the
ﬁrst six months of 2020, largely because of the
pandemic.16
The outlook for the health crisis is still
uncertain, making it much more important to
move efforts and investments towards digital
transformation solutions quickly, efﬁciently
and with the customer at the heart of strategies.

To Compete in the New Normal, Banks
Need to Prioritize their Digital Channels
and the Needs of their Customers
The culture of constant connection already
exists, what is needed now is for banks to take
advantage of it. We live in the time of digital
natives and generation “curious”, both with the
ability to bring banking to mobile spaces and
use it as an instrument of ﬁnancial inclusion.

Mobile internet is bringing basic services to the
unbanked population. Meanwhile, traditional
banks and new players beneﬁt equally from
the growing user base that technology is
creating. In the case of YOLO, for example, the
low banking penetration of Guatemalans is
offset by the opportunity represented by the 21
million cell phones active in a country of 15
million inhabitants.
The potential is enormous. There are 5.3 billion
smartphones in the world for 7.8 billion people,
which means that there is a 67% penetration in
the use of such devices, according to IDC
information.17 And, according to the statistics
from the World Bank,18 half of the global
population has access to the internet, creating
an immense source of user engagement.

Mobile internet is
bringing basic services
to the unbanked
population.

UX, Time to Market, Security and
Humanization: The Code for a Winning
Digital Strategy
For many years, banks focused their efforts on a
very small part of the offering: transactions.
Nowadays we know that this is not enough to
drive customer loyalty.
16. Economics and Business (October 14, 2020). Pandemia adelantó el
cumplimiento de la meta de bancarización del país. El Tiempo.
https://www.eltiempo.com/economia/sector-ﬁnanciero/cuantos-colo
mbianos-estan-bancarizados-y-que-tanto-usan-sus-productos-543347
17. IDC (2020). Low-Code and Innovation Accelerators for Innovative
and Custom Consumer Interfaces. Sponsored by Veritran
18. World Bank (2020). People who use the internet (% of the
population). https://datos.bancomundial.org/indicator/IT.NET.USER.ZS
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To achieve lasting connections, the ﬁnancial
industry must focus on generating quality
experiences for its customers, from the time
they enroll in a solution until they close their
session. While providing accurate and reliable
transaction processing capability remains a
priority, the path to capture the attention of the
individual in front of the screen is much
broader.
The ﬁnancial world can still seem very
cumbersome, generating distrust and barriers
to entry, especially in emerging markets where
economic informality is not compatible with
inﬂexible solutions. In these cases, technology
is the key to improving inclusion, through
intuitive, human, efﬁcient, and secure tools.
Banks and their technology partners have the
challenge of focusing their thinking on the
customer, while maintaining the speed of
change. They must be 100% adaptable to the
context, offering products and updates
continuously and, preferably, quickly.
A change in corporate mentality will deﬁnitely
be required to make the necessary shift
towards dynamic business models. But the
rewards are good and there are resources
available in the ecosystem to help.

Technology is the key
to improving inclusion,
through intuitive,
human, efﬁcient, and
secure tools.

In 2016, PwC surveyed the global industry to try
to anticipate what would come in ﬁnancial
computing by the end of the decade. At that
time, 61% of the executives consulted
considered that the customer-centric models
would be "very important" for their businesses,
with 75% claiming to be making investments in
this area.19 However, only 17% said they felt
prepared.
Having reached the year 2020, a complex one
in many ways, it would be worth asking the
same question.
19. PwC (2016). Financial Services Technology 2020 and Beyond:
Embracing disruption. https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/ﬁnancial-services
/assets/pdf/technology2020-and-beyond.pdf
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BONUS TRACK:
Is Your Bank Ready for the
Next Digital Revolution?
To ground the subject in the realities of your institution, we suggest some points of
reﬂection.
How Can I Optimize my Operations, both
Internally and for the End-User?

ways to increase bank participation and serve
their customers in the ﬁnancial sector.

A ﬁnancial institution can automate its
processes using solutions from technology
providers to focus its energy on what really
matters: the end user.

Traditional banks will have to change and
innovate, or else they will disappear.

By leveraging a low-code development
platform to improve the digital authentication
process, for example, it’s possible to reduce your
technical burden. Often, a bank uses one type of
authentication for its web channel and another
for its mobile application, for example. Behind
the scenes, this requires a lot of effort from the
technology and operations departments to
make the process look seamless.
Low-code development platforms allow you
to reduce the duplication of efforts, by
automatically replicating parameters from one
channel to another. Opting for these tools results
in a smaller learning curve and less friction for all
the areas that make up an organization.

How Can Banks Avoid Reaching a Kodak
Moment?
The proverbial “Uberization” of banking could
be closer than you think, with a group of big and
small players (Big Tech and Fintech) looking at
the ﬁnancial sector from all angles and insisting
on changing the business as we know it.
Open banking initiatives, which allow
customers to move their data and savings or
credit products from one institution to another,
continue to advance in Latin America.
Meanwhile, in the United States, giants like
Amazon and Apple are experimenting with

Does your Bank Have One or More Apps?
How are they Rated in Digital Stores? If it's
Less Than 3 Stars, Why?
Generally, the rating in the digital stores is a
true reﬂection of the quality of an application.
And a rating of less than 3 stars is very low.
A low-code platform can help an institution
build applications that are rated at least 4 stars,
the minimum acceptable in the industry. To do
this, the provider works closely with the bank to
monitor app performance. Because these
platforms allow shorter, closely-monitored
production cycles, it is easier to modify speciﬁc
elements at any time.
This also helps the bank adapt mobile or web
applications to changes in users, technology or
corporations.

How do I Amplify the Use of the Digital
Channel?
Improving its design, the experience it offers,
its security and its ease of use.
This will be paramount to attract new users,
who may be from new generations that expect
different products and experiences, or from
established generations, who feel that what
currently exists in the market does not suit
them either.
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HAS
YOUR BANK
CRACKED
THE DIGITAL
INNOVATION
CODE?

